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Sport
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The power of sport to educate the wider community cannot be overlooked.
The need for an AFL Disability Inclusion day is embracing and compelling.
There seems daily reminders of the positive messages we can present.
Socceroo Mark Bresciano spoke powerfully as a person, not as a sports super star with his
simple pre World Cup gesture.
It is in our Australian cultural to give a hand to a mate or person in need.
Disability is not a defining characteristic.
It is simply an opportunity for our community to recognise, embrace and support.
Congratulations Mark Bresciano, a wonderful moment!
And congratulations to whoever the nameless faceless official who sent the young lad out
to be part of the World Cup extravaganza. Too many other officials would have sent
someone else to this theatre.
Will we ever see kids with disability presenting premiership medals on AFL Grand Final
Day?
I certainly hope so.
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